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Abstract

Background and aims—Buprenorphine-naloxone (BUP-NLX) can be used to manage 

prescription opioid addiction among persons with chronic pain, but post-treatment relapse is 

common and difficult to predict. This study estimated whether changes in pain over time and pain 

volatility during BUP-NLX maintenance would predict opioid use during the taper BUP-NLX 

taper.

Design—Secondary analysis of a multisite clinical trial for prescription opioid addiction, using 

data obtained during a 12-week BUP-NLX stabilization and 4-week BUP-NLX taper.

Setting—Community clinics affiliated with a national clinical trials network in 10 U.S. cities.

Participants—Subjects with chronic pain who entered the BUP-NLX taper phase (N = 125) with 

enrollment occurring from June, 2006 to July 2009 (52% male, 88% Caucasian, 31% married).

Measurements—Outcomes were weekly biologically-verified and self-reported opioid use from 

the 4-week taper phase. Predictors were estimates of baseline severity, rate of change, and 

volatility in pain from weekly self-reports during the 12-week maintenance phase.

Findings—Controlling for baseline pain and treatment condition, increased pain (OR = 2.38, p 
= .02) and greater pain volatility (OR = 2.43, p = .04) predicted greater odds of positive opioid 

urine screen during BUP-NLX taper. Increased pain (IRR = 1.40, p = .04) and greater pain 

volatility (IRR = 1.66, p = .009) also predicted greater frequency of self-reported opioid use.

Conclusions—Adults with chronic pain receiving outpatient treatment with buprenorphine-

naloxone (BUP-NLX) for prescription opioid addiction have elevated risk for opioid use when 

tapering off of maintenance treatment. Those with relative persistence in pain over time and 

greater volatility in pain during treatment are less likely to sustain abstinence during BUP-NLX 

taper.
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Prescription opioid addiction in adults with chronic pain has become increasingly common 

and problematic in many developed nations (1, 2). At the national level both opioid 

prescribing and opioid-related overdoses have accelerated drastically in the last 15-20 years 

(1, 3). Chronic pain patients are now prescribed opioids for longer durations and at higher 

doses than in previous decades, which places them at greater risk for physiological tolerance 

and potential addiction (4). Treatment of this population is complicated by complex medical 

and psychiatric problems that often intensify upon opioid withdrawal and prompt relapse 

(5). The optimization of treatment for this population is currently a national priority across 

diverse areas of interest including addiction treatment, pain management, and primary care 

(6).

Both clinical recommendations and empirical studies suggest buprenorphine-naloxone 

(BUP-NLX) is a viable pharmacotherapy for chronic pain patients with prescription opioid 

addiction. Compared to full opioid agonists, BUP-NLX offers improved safety and 

diminished abuse liability (7-10). Although not currently FDA-approved for pain 

indications, the analgesic benefits of BUP-NLX in patients with opioid addiction have been 

described (11-13). Empirical studies also suggest BUP-NLX maintenance can significantly 

reduce pain in this population (14-16), with one randomized trial finding no differences in 

pain between patients receiving six months of BUP-NLX vs. low-dose methadone (17). 

These studies suggest that BUP-NLX can be used to sufficiently manage pain in opioid-

dependent populations. However, little research to date has examined whether individual 

differences in pain control during BUP-NLX might impact opioid use outcomes.

Because persistent pain is often associated with relapse following addiction treatment (18, 

19), unresponsive pain during BUP-NLX maintenance could trigger a return to opioid use 

during or following treatment. In our prior analysis of data from a large clinical trial 

involving BUP-NLX maintenance and counseling, we found significant variability in 

patterns of pain during treatment that corresponded to treatment outcome (20). Among 

baseline pain severity, rate of change in pain over time, and volatility in pain, only pain 

volatility predicted outcomes at end of treatment, with greater volatility in pain during 

treatment related to reduced probability of opioid abstinence. Such fine-grained and dynamic 

aspects of pain may have unique predictive value for substance use outcomes, as the 

presence of chronic pain alone did not predict treatment outcomes in the same trial or other 

BUP-NLX treatment samples (21-24). Continued identification and validation of such 

predictive markers is a vital step towards identifying processes linked to individual relapse 

risk developing related strategies for improving treatment.

The aim of this study was: 1) to estimate whether individual patterns of pain during BUP-

NLX maintenance treatment would prospectively predict both biologically-verified and self-

reported opioid use during the BUP-NLX taper. The focus on BUP-NLX taper phase was 

motivated by awareness of this transitional stage as associated with increased risk for opioid 

relapse (5), as well as an attempt to extend prior work that predicted end of treatment 
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outcome (20). Additionally, knowledge of factors related to post-treatment opioid use among 

patients with chronic pain is scarce, despite the high prevalence of chronic pain among BUP-

NLX patients (25). Using estimates of baseline pain, rate of change in pain over time, and 

weekly volatility in pain as primary predictors, we hypothesized that having more severe 

baseline pain, greater persistence in pain over time, and greater volatility in pain during 

BUP-NLX maintenance would predict greater probability and frequency of opioid use 

during the BUP-NLX taper.

Methods

Study Design

This IRB-exempt study was a secondary analysis of publicly-available data from POATS, a 

multisite clinical trial for treatment of prescription opioid dependence conducted in the 

National Drug Abuse Treatment Clinical Trials Network (clinicaltrials.gov identifier 

NCT00316277). Full details and main findings of the main study are in previous reports (23, 

26). In brief, Phase 1 of POATS (N = 653) randomized participants to an enhanced 

counseling condition or standard medical management counseling during 4-week BUP-NLX 

detoxification. In Phase 2 (N = 360) participants who did not sustain abstinence in Phase 1 

were re-randomized to standard or enhanced counseling during 12 weeks of BUP-NLX 

maintenance followed by a 4-week BUP-NLX taper. This current study uses data from Phase 

2 only. Data was selected in order to measure multiple features of pain during BUP-NLX 

maintenance, and to use these indices to prospectively predict future opioid use when 

participants were tapered off of medication. Data from baseline assessments were tested as 

covariates. The primary predictors were features of pain obtained from the 12 weeks of 

BUP-NLX stabilization in Phase 2, while the outcomes were measures of opioid use 

assessed during the subsequent 4-week taper phase.

Sample

Participants met the inclusion criteria for POATS sample described in prior reports (26); they 

were at least 18 years old, met DSM-IV criteria for current prescription opioid dependence, 

were physiologically dependent on prescription opioids, and had no unstable medical or 

psychiatric conditions. Any participants currently prescribed opioids for pain were cleared 

for opioid detoxification from their prescribing physician prior to enrollment. Exclusion 

criteria included use of heroin on ≥ 4 days in the past month, any prior injection of heroin, 

and current physiological dependence on other substances, such as alcohol, sedatives, or 

stimulants. From the original full POATS sample (N = 653), 360 participants entered Phase 

2, and 149 participants (41%) in the Phase 2 sample had chronic pain. The current sample 

includes Phase 2 participants with chronic pain who completed at least one outcome 

assessment during the taper phase (N = 125). Chronic pain was assessed during initial 

screening by patient self-report of having “greater than usual aches and pains” for at least 

three months and confirmed during medical screening. Aside from reporting greater current 

pain at baseline, the sample for the current study did not differ significantly from the 

remaining Phase 2 sample (i.e., those without chronic pain) on any demographic or clinical 

variables obtained at baseline (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics).
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Measures

Pain severity—Current pain severity was assessed weekly during the 12-week BUP-NLX 

maintenance phase with a single self-report rating (Range = 0-10) on the full or abbreviated 

Brief Pain Inventory-Short Form (27). Weekly pain scores were used to obtain 

individualized estimates of pain intercept, pain slope, and pain volatility in analyses 

described below, which were then used as predictors of opioid use outcomes in predictive 

models.

Opioid use—Opioid use was assessed weekly with a urine drug screen (UDS) and a 

calendar-assisted self-report interview (28). Results of each UDS were aggregated across all 

tested opioids (i.e, analgesics, illicit opioids, methadone) to provide a single dichotomous 

indicator of opioid use (0 = negative, 1 = positive) for each visit. Self-reported use data were 

used to measure opioid use frequency, coded as the number of days of opioid use in the past 

week, standardized into 7-day segments for analysis (Range = 0-7). Outcome variables in 

this study were UDS-confirmed opioid use and self-reported opioid use frequency assessed 

during the BUP-NLX taper (i.e., at weekly visits in week 13-16 post-randomization in Phase 

2).

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics—Baseline demographic and 

clinical covariates were selected according to previous literature and prior studies of this 

sample (Dreifuss et al., 2013). A brief demographics questionnaire and the Addiction 

Severity Index-Lite (29) assessed demographics. The Pain and Opiate Analgesic Use History 

(26) captured current and historical measures of opioid use, pain, and opioid dependence 

treatment, while the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (30) assessed lifetime 

major depression. Demographic covariates tested were sex, race, and marital status, while 

clinical covariates were Phase 1 treatment condition, Phase 2 treatment condition, history of 

heroin use, history of non-oral prescription opioid use, history of opioid dependence 

treatment, and lifetime major depression.

Statistical analyses

Model-based estimates of pain trajectories and volatility in this sample were described in 

detail in our previous work (20) and are reviewed here. A multilevel growth curve model 

was fit to weekly pain scores during BUP-NLX stabilization, controlling for fixed effects of 

time, sex, and weekly opioid use, and random effects for person (intercepts) and time 

(slope). Individual estimates of pain intercepts and time slopes were extracted from the 

model for subsequent use as predictor variables. Each individual's intercept and time slope 

(respectively) reflect baseline level and degree of change over time in pain. As shown in 

Figure 1 for conceptual illustration, participants with “low” estimated time slopes (25th 

percentile) had pain that decreased over time, while those with “high” slopes (75th 

percentile) had little overall change or slight increase in pain. From the multilevel pain score 

model, we also extracted an index of pain volatility, which captures the extent of each 

individual's week-to-week instability in pain. Following the methods of previous similar 

studies in smoking (31), we collected residuals of each individual's pain growth curve, 

converted the residuals to absolute values, and computed the average for a single pain 

volatility score. Because this score is derived from the absolute residuals of the multilevel 
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growth curve model, it captures the extent that a given subject had pain scores that deviated 

either far above or far below their typical trajectory of pain during BUP-NLX stabilization. 

To illustrate volatility, Figure 1 displays the residuals from the pain score growth curves 

separately for participants with “low” volatility (≤ 25th percentile) and “high” volatility (≥ 

75th percentile). Because the residuals reflect remaining variability in pain after accounting 

for each individual's pain growth curve, the plotted residuals display weekly “unaccounted 

for” variation in pain, as if each individual's pain growth curve was constant at 0. Figure 1 

illustrates that individuals with lower pain volatility scores (lower quartile) had pain scores 

that adhered closely to their individual trajectory, while those with high pain scores (upper 

quartile) had pain scores that deviated more drastically from their individual pain trajectory. 

Standardized, continuous measures of pain intercept, time slope, and volatility were used as 

predictors in the primary analyses.

Separate multilevel models were used to examine the two outcome variables, opioid UDS 

and opioid use frequency, which were both assessed weekly during the BUP-NLX taper 

phase and nested within individuals. Multilevel logistic regression examined opioid UDS 

and multilevel Poisson regression examined opioid use frequency. Random intercepts 

accounted for person-level clustering of observations, while random time slopes allowed 

individual heterogeneity in the rate of change in opioid use over time during the taper phase. 

All available data was included, as missing data analyses revealed no significant differences 

on study variables between patients who completed a taper-phase visit and those who did 

not, supporting the missing-at-random assumption and the use of maximum-likelihood 

estimation. Preliminary models tested time, demographics, baseline clinical severity 

variables, and treatment condition as covariates, with any statistically significant covariates 

(p < .05) retained for subsequent models. Pain intercept, pain time slope, and pain volatility 

were then added to the model together as a set of person-level predictors, to test the 

independent predictive effects of pain intercept, pain time slope, and pain volatility. For the 

multilevel logistic and Poisson regression models, each coefficient estimate is expressed 

with an odds ratio (OR) or incidence-rate ratio (IRR), respectively. With standardized 

continuous predictors, these estimates reflect the differential probability of the outcome 

associated with a +/- SD difference in the predictor variable, expressed as difference in odds 

(positive drug screen) or incidence rate (days using opioids). All analyses were conducted in 

Stata 13.0 (32).

Results

Descriptives of opioid use during BUP-NLX taper

During the 4-week BUP-NLX taper phase, 407 observations of opioid UDS and opioid use 

frequency (each) were provided. Nearly the entire sample (91%) provided opioid use 

measures in Week 13 (114/125) but retention declined to 65% at Week 16 (81/125). Opioid 

use increased during the 4-week taper, from 22% of screens positive in Week 13 to 31% in 

Week 16. Opioid use frequency also increased over time during the 4-week taper, from a 

mean of 0.28 (SD = 0.68) days/week at Week 13 to 0.64 (SD = 1.49) at Week 16.
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Covariate models of opioid use outcomes

Covariates tested for both opioid UDS and opioid use frequency included demographics, 

clinical covariates, and treatment condition. Only Phase 2 treatment condition predicted 

opioid UDS (OR = 0.11, p = .01, 95% CI [0.02, 0.58]). Receiving enhanced counseling 

reduced the probability of a positive UDS; participants in this condition had a lower overall 

proportion of positive UDS (18%) than those in standard counseling (32%). No other 

demographic or clinical covariates predicted opioid UDS. For the model of opioid use 

frequency, time was the only statistically significant covariate (IRR = 1.42, p = .001, 95% CI 

[1.15, 1.74]), indicative of a significant increase over time in opioid use frequency during the 

taper phase. Significant variance in random time slopes for both outcomes revealed 

individual heterogeneity in the rate of change over time. Treatment condition and linear time 

(fixed and random effects) were included as covariates in all subsequent models.

Prediction of opioid use outcomes from pain variables

Pain intercept, time slope, and volatility during BUP-NLX stabilization were tested as 

predictors of opioid use during BUP-NLX taper. Pain time slope (95% CI [1.13, 5.02]) and 

pain volatility (95% CI [1.03, 5.76]) both predicted opioid UDS (See Table 2). As shown in 

Figure 2 for illustration, the group of participants with at least one positive UDS during taper 

had greater levels of pain over time and greater pain volatility scores during BUP-NLX 

maintenance, compared to the group of participants without a positive UDS during taper. 

These independent effects indicated that both pain slopes and greater pain volatility 

predicted the likelihood of opioid use during BUP-NLX taper when controlling for the other 

factor. These effects also appeared to be clinically-significant. The ORs, which were 

estimated on standardized coefficients, indicated a two SD difference in pain volatility or 

pain time slope was associated (respectively) with 4.86 and 4.76 greater odds of opioid use 

during the taper. Treatment condition also remained statistically significant (95% CI [0.04, 

0.80]), indicating enhanced medical management reduced the likelihood of opioid use 

during the taper in this sample with chronic pain, regardless of pain intercept, slope, and 

volatility.

Results of models use to predict opioid use frequency were similar. Both pain time slope 

(95% CI [1.02, 1.97]) and pain volatility (95% CI [1.20, 2.58]) independently predicted 

opioid use frequency during the taper phase (see Table 2), with greater levels of pain over 

time and greater pain volatility during BUP-NLX maintenance predicting greater frequency 

of opioid use during BUP-NLX taper. As shown in Figure 3, the group of participants 

reporting opioid use multiple days per week during taper also had the greatest persistence in 

pain and the greatest volatility in pain during BUP-NLX maintenance. These effects also 

appeared to be clinically-significant, as the IRRs indicated a two SD difference in pain 

volatility or pain time slope was associated (respectively) with 2.80 and 3.32 increase in the 

rate of opioid use (days using per week). Linear time also remained statistically significant 

(95% CI [1.15, 1.73]), indicative of the overall increase in opioid use frequency during the 

taper phase.
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Discussion

In this study we identified characteristics of pain during treatment for prescription opioid 

addiction that predicted post-treatment opioid use in persons with chronic pain. Higher 

levels of pain over time and greater volatility in pain during BUP-NLX maintenance and 

counseling independently predicted both biologically-verified and self-reported opioid use 

during the BUP-NLX taper. The course of BUP-NLX treatment for opioid dependence often 

has a fixed duration, with the transition off opioid maintenance associated with elevated 

rates of relapse (33). However, the specific factors that contribute to relapse during BUP-

NLX treatment are not well-understood, especially in patients with chronic pain who 

comprise substantial and increasing portions of the treatment population (25). In this study 

of patients with chronic pain, those with relative persistence in pain and greater volatility in 

pain during BUP-NLX maintenance had the greatest odds of opioid use and also used 

opioids more frequently during the BUP-NLX taper. These findings provide preliminary 

evidence that persistent or erratic pain during prescription opioid addiction treatment may 

impact risk for opioid use during withdrawal of opioid maintenance therapy in adults with 

chronic pain.

Our findings suggest that temporal aspects of pain response could potentially be used to 

identify high-risk patients who warrant additional interventions to stabilize pain prior to 

tapering from opioid maintenance. In prior studies of substance use treatment patients with 

chronic pain or severe pain at baseline had the greatest rates of post-treatment relapse (18, 

19), but findings from similar studies of BUP-NLX for opioid dependence have been mixed 

(22-24). Our study revealed that among opioid-dependent adults with chronic pain, the more 

dynamic aspects of pain predicted future opioid use more reliably than the static indicator of 

baseline pain severity. While replication in other samples is necessary, these findings could 

potentially be used to guide treatment of other substance use disorders, given the strong 

overlap between chronic pain and use of other substances such as alcohol and illicit opiates 

(34, 35).

An additional, unexpected finding was that the enhanced counseling condition produced 

lower rates of opioid use during the BUP-NLX taper than standard counseling condition. 

Treatment condition did not impact rates of multi-week abstinence at treatment endpoint or 

2-month follow-up in this sample (23). The current study differs from the primary study by 

(1) including only patients with chronic pain, (2) focusing only on the taper phase, and (3) 

predicting observed measures of opioid use instead of a composite measure of sustained 

abstinence. Enhanced medical management may have been particularly helpful for 

preventing relapse during the BUP-NLX taper for participants with chronic pain, perhaps by 

providing additional coping skills for managing aversive symptoms that arise during the 

taper. Persons with chronic pain comprise a substantial amount of adults treated for opioid 

dependence (25), thus research should continue to develop more effective therapies for 

improving treatment outcomes in this sub-population.

Because persistence and volatility in pain predicted future opioid use, our findings provide a 

rationale to investigate specific mechanisms that explain individual differences in pain 

response during opioid maintenance treatment for prescription opioid addiction and chronic 
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pain. These individual changes in pain may reflect underlying biomedical pathology, life 

stress and mood, or genetic factors that influence pain sensitivity or biological response to 

opioid maintenance medications (36, 37). Central and peripheral inflammatory mechanisms 

may play a critical role in both pain perception and substance use, including substance-

related reward (38). Further translational investigations are needed to specify underlying 

mechanisms and further personalize interventions for patients with chronic pain and 

prescription opioid addiction.

Our findings should be interpreted in light of several limitations. This study was a secondary 

analysis in which we tested hypotheses outside the scope of the original clinical trial. As 

such, these findings are preliminary and in need of confirmation through replication or a 

prospective design. These analyses also involved a subset of the original sample (participants 

with chronic pain who were retained after BUP-NLX detoxification and maintenance), so 

these findings may not generalize to the general population of prescription opioid-dependent 

adults who seek treatment. A potential concern is the accelerated rate of attrition during the 

taper phase which led to a steep increase in missing data, although confidence in the results 

is bolstered by our use of modern estimation procedures that are generally more robust to 

missing data than alternative approaches (39). The original clinical trial was conducted in 

community clinics connected to an established clinical trials research network, therefore the 

frequency and quality of clinical services provided in this study may differ from those 

typically available to this population. Because this sample was recruited for treatment of 

prescription opioid addiction, these findings may not generalize to adults with chronic pain 

patients who do not meet diagnostic thresholds for prescription opioid addiction or aren't 

seeking treatment.

In conclusion, we found that features of individual trajectories of pain during BUP-NLX 

maintenance predicted opioid use during BUP-NLX taper in patients with prescription 

opioid addiction and chronic pain. In adults with chronic pain receiving treatment for 

prescription opioid addiction, those who have relatively persistent or volatile pain during 

BUP-NLX maintenance are at greater risk for resuming opioid use while tapering off BUP-

NLX. These findings suggest that stabilizing and/or reducing subjective pain prior to 

discontinuation of BUP-NLX maintenance may be a means to improve treatment outcomes 

in this population. Future research should examine dynamic aspects of pain response, 

perhaps while supplementing opioid maintenance treatment with behavioral therapies or 

medications that target pain, to determine whether stabilizing pain improves longer-term 

outcomes of prescription opioid addiction treatment in adults with chronic pain.
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Figure 1. 
A. Estimated pain trajectories for participants in upper and lower quartile of pain time slope. 

Individual trajectories were estimated as a function of time, sex, and weekly opioid use, 

random person-level intercepts, and random time slopes.

B. Pain score deviations for participants in upper and lower quartile of pain volatility.
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Figure 2. 
Participants with relatively greater pain over time and greater pain volatility during 

buprenorphine-naloxone stabilization were more likely to use opioids during the 4-week 

taper.
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Figure 3. 
Patients with greater pain over time and greater pain volatility during 12 weeks of 

buprenorphine-naloxone stabilization reported more days/week using opioids during the 

subsequent 4-week taper.
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Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of adults with chronic pain who received 12 weeks of buprenorphine-

naloxone and counseling for prescription opioid dependence and completed at least one follow-up visit during 

a 4-week taper (N = 125).

Variable % or M (SD)

Sex (% (n) male) 52% (64)

Race (% (n) White) 88% (109)

Years of education: M (SD) 12.8 (2.4)

Marital status (% (n) currently married) 31% (38)

Baseline pain severity (Rated 0-10): M (SD) 4.5 (3.0)

Days of prescription opioid use in past 30: M (SD) 27.9 (3.8)

Heroin use history (% (n) ever used) 24% (29)

Prescription opioid route (% (n) ever used non-orally) 87% (108)

Prescription opioid treatment (% (n) ever received treatment) 30% (37)

Lifetime major depression (% (n) with diagnosis) 40% (50)
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